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Abstract—Attention has been focused on 3D chip stacking for reducing the semiconductor area per chip while maintaining the overall performance. By using inductive coupling wireless Thru-Chip Interface (TCI) in chip stack for a 3D multiprocessor, the replacement/addition/removing of chips is made possible using the inductive coupling wireless TCI in the chip stack for a 3D multiprocessor and thus, high flexibility is provided.

A bus can be easily formed with the TCI by stacking duplex wired coils in the same place on the stacked chip. However, traditional static time division multiple access (STDMA) cannot make use of the potential bus bandwidth, while dynamic time division multiple access (DTDMA) requires a lot of coils that cannot be efficiently used for the control signals. We propose an asynchronous TDMA bus (A-TDMA bus) that uses the CSMA/CD protocol and a resonant synchronous TDMA bus (RS-TDMA bus) that uses a resonant synchronized clock and a look-ahead technique to improve the use of the bandwidth of a 3D shared bus.

The results of a network simulation using the GEM5 simulator showed that the minimum-load latency of both proposed methods was reduced by 29% in a four-chip stack and 50% in an eight-chip stack compared to that of STDMA. A full system simulation using GEM5 shows that the execution time of the proposed methods decreased by 6.5% in the four-chip stack and 17% in the eight-chip stack compared with that of STDMA.

I. INTRODUCTION

The conventional scaling of a transistor has finally started to reach its limits. 3D chip stacking is believed to be an alternative way to easily obtain a large number of transistors because of its cost [1].

There are two classifications for interconnecting between stacked chips, wired and wireless. Although wired interconnections (e.g. wire bonding, micro-bump bonding [2], and through-silicon-via (TSV) [3]) have been the mature techniques, the replacement, addition, and deletion of the stacked chips are not allowed once they are produced. On the other hand, with wireless interconnections (e.g. capacitive coupling [4] and inductive coupling [5]), the structure of the stacked chips can be easily changed because they are physically contact-less. While capacitive coupling is only for the face-to-face stacking of two chips, three or more chips can be stacked using inductive coupling interconnection. We focus on the inductive coupling Thru-Chip Interface (TCI) in our research.

Short distant vertical links, which can be used for a vertical bus, are an advantage of 3D stacking. While a number of studies on the vertical bus with TSV have been conducted [6] [7], only a few have focused on a bus with TCI [8]. Since the footprint of the inductor is larger than that of the area for TSV, it is difficult to provide a lot of control wires. Since the precise synchronization of the clocks supplied to multiple chips in the stack is difficult, using a short time slot between multiple chips is also difficult. Thus, a simple static time division multiplexing access (STDMA) using a long time slot whose performance and scalability is severely limited has been used [9].

As a practical solution, we first propose an asynchronous TDMA bus (A-TDMA bus) using a collision detection mechanism. It is a type of STDMA bus without any synchronization clocks between the chips. Then, we propose a resonant synchronous TDMA bus (RS-TDMA bus) that uses a resonant synchronized clock for generating a time slot. They are compared with the conventional simple STDMA bus and dynamic TDMA (DTDMA) bus which is not practical for the TCI due to the number of inductors needed for the control signals. The evaluation results when assuming the use of a 3D microprocessor are also shown.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the TCI. Section III surveys applying conventional 3D bus architecture to the TCI bus. The A-TDMA bus and RS-TDMA bus are proposed in Sections IV and V. Then, Section VI evaluates the proposed methods, Section VII examines the cost of the inductor and implementation, and Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. INDUCTIVE COUPLING THROUGH CHIP INTERFACE

A. Inductive coupling channels

Inductive coupling TCI uses square coils implemented with common metal layers. As shown in Fig. 1, an inductive coupling channel is formed between two chips by stacking a transceiver coil on the receiver coil of a different chip. Two coils, one for the clock and the other for the data are
Figure 1. TCI with transmitter and receiver [11]

usually provided for a channel. A high frequency clock (1 - 8 GHz) is generated using a ring oscillator, and the data are serially transferred in synchronization with the clock directly through the driver. The driver and inductor pair for sending data is called the TX channel, while the receiver and inductor pair is called the RX channel. Only a maximum of 8 Gbps of data can be transferred with a low energy dissipation (0.14 pJ / bit) and a low bit-error rate (BER < 10^{-12}) [10].

Data multicast can be used if a TX channel is placed at the same location as multiple RX channels on different chips. On the other hand, stacked multiple TX channels in the same location cannot simultaneously send data to avoid interference. Since a coil can be used for both the transmitter and receiver, the functionality of the TX and RX channels can be quickly switched, that is, a half-duplex bi-directional channel can be formed using a single coil.

Although TCI requires a certain amount of logic to form a link between two chips, it has the following benefits.

- A number of chips can be stacked if a physical environment is allowed.
- Since the chips can be tested before stacking, only known-good-dies can be connected.
- Since TCI is electrically contact-less, no electro-static-discharge (ESD) protection device is needed.
- Since the coil uses the common wire layers of a CMOS process, no extra process is needed. Although a coil has a large footprint, we can implement circuits inside the coil.

B. Chip stacking and inter-chip networks

Although a number of practical systems have been developed using TCI, most of them use a simple ring network. Fig. 2 shows the chip stacking used in Cube-1 [11]. The chips are shifted and stacked in order to place the receiver coil directly on the transceiver coil. The shifted space is also used to maintain the space for the wire bonding. Note that even in the TCI, several wires are needed for the power supply. In Cube-1, a ring-like packet switching network is formed just by stacking chips.

A statically time-multiplexed bus with TCI has been used in a dynamically reconfigurable processor called MuCCRA-Cube [9]. There can only be four stacked chips in this system, and the bottom chip does not send data. As shown in Fig. 3, each time slot (\( \phi_0 - \phi_2 \)) is statically assigned to each chip. In addition, a relatively low (50 MHz) system clock is distributed to all the chips to synchronize the time slot. A certain idle time and time margin are provided for compensating for a skew between the system clocks. Sixteen buses are provided for each processing element in order to support enough bandwidth for the poor bus throughput.

III. 3D BUS ARCHITECTURE FOR TCI

A. Static Time Division Multiple Access

The bus used in MuCCRA-Cube is classified as a static TDMA (STDMA) bus in which each chip is statically assigned to a certain time-slot. Only the chip in the master time-slot can receive the bus grant and send data. Controlling the STDMA bus is relatively easy, since a complicated trans-
mission control as well as control signals are unnecessary. In this method, the bus grant is evenly provided among all the stacked chips. However, since the allocation of the time-slot is always done statically, there will probably be an unnecessary waiting time for the bus grant. In particular, the efficiency of the bus utilization is degraded because of a long waiting time for the allocated time-slot when the number of stacked chips is large. Moreover, management of the time-slot requires synchronization clocks for each chip. A low frequency system clock (50MHz) is distributed in MuCCRA-Cube, and thus, it keeps to the given time margins so that the bus synchronization can be done. However, it is difficult to distribute a precisely synchronized clock to all the chips when we use a high frequency clock.

B. Dynamic Time Division Multiple Access

In dynamic TDMA (DTDMA) [7], each chip issues a request for bus mastership to a centralized arbiter when it is ready to send a packet. Then, the arbiter dynamically provides a certain time-slot to each chip depending on their requests. In this method, the unnecessary waiting time for bus mastership, which is a drawback of STDMA, can be avoided, since the time-slot is given to the chip on demand. Although the performance when using DTDMA is much higher than that when using STDMA, two problems arise when applying DTDMA to the TCI bus.

First, replacing, adding, and removing the chips in a stack are an important advantage of a 3D multiprocessor with the TCI. However, in the DTDMA, an arbiter must be placed on a stacked chip, and the centralized control will degrade the flexibility. Second, a number of point-to-point links for sending the request signals and receiving the time-slots between the stacked chips are necessary for implementing the arbiter with the TCI. Although the TCI is efficient when it is used for sending packets, it is inefficient for controlling the signals considering the size of a coil. In particular, the size of coil tends to be large when it is used for the bus, since the size depends on the distance between two communicating chips. Providing a number of large area coils only for sending a few bits of a control signal is a waste of the semiconductor area even if the logic can be implemented inside the coil. Like in STDMA, a synchronized clock must be distributed to all the chips, which will make the implementation difficult.

Here, we propose two practical methods that does not require centralized arbiters nor control signals.

At the moment, the available example of an allocation method for a bus grant in a 3D multiprocessor is STDMA [9] [12], which has a simple communication interface. However, as mentioned in Section III-A, STDMA has a poor bus utilization efficiency. Therefore, in this paper, we propose an asynchronous TDMA bus (A-TDMA bus) and a resonant synchronous TDMA bus (RS-TDMA bus) as feasible methods to decrease the latency of communications using the TCI bus.

IV. A-TDMA BUS

A. Structure of A-TDMA bus

Although most traditional 3D buses assume a synchronous clock without any skew, it is especially difficult to distribute it when the number of chips is large. Here, we propose an asynchronous TDMA bus (A-TDMA bus) that makes use of the flexibility of the TCI. In the proposed bus, we use a TCI whose transmitting ($T_x$) and receiving coils ($R_x$) are placed in a duplex-winding for both the data and the clock. A transceiver, a receiver, and the serializer/deserializer (SERDES) are provided when using such a data coil. For the clock coil, a clock generator, a transceiver, and a receiver are connected. A pair of coils containing the above mentioned modules form the intellectual property (IP) for easily building a bus with the TCI.

Fig. 4 shows a diagram of the IP for the bus architecture. The proposed bus controller is designed based on the IP. The important point of this IP is that the receiver can always monitor the bus and it is possible to know whether the bus is used or not. Since the transceiver and receiver can also work together, any collision on the bus can be detected by comparing the sending data with the receiving data.

B. CSMA/CD in the A-TDMA bus

We can introduce the conflict resolution methods used in LANs to the TCI using the bus sensing and collision detection mechanism of the bus IP. CSMA/CD [13] is the most widespread method used in a local area network (LAN). In this method, each chip receives all the data through the bus, and if two chips send packets exactly at the same time, the packets will come into conflict with each other. In this case, each chip cancels sending their packets during that cycle and compute the back-off time, which is the waiting time for sending and will never independently be the same values. Then, each
chip waits for the computed back-off time before trying to resend to avoid the conflict again.

Like in the media for a LAN, each receiver can always receive the data on the TCI bus, and it can check whether or not data is being sent on the bus. If the data are not on the bus, all of the stacked chips have the right transmission. Then, each chip can send a packet using the bus. Otherwise, all of the chips have to wait to send until a tail flit in the packet is transferred, and a chip that wants to transfer data tries to send a packet on the bus.

In the way of mentioned above, the packets might conflict with each other because more than one chip might try to send packets at the same time. Here, the packet conflict in the TCI bus is detected as follows. Each of the stacked chips has a unique chip ID, and the ID is always inserted in the header flit of the packet when the packet is sent. The sender chip can directly receive the packet that the sender itself has sent since duplex-winding has taken place between the transmitting and receiving coils. The sender chip checks the chip ID in the header flit of the packet. If the ID is different from the one that the sender itself has sent, it is then aware that other chips have sent packets at the same time.

C. Computing back-off time and resending packets

When a chip detects the collision of packets, it cancels sending its packet and then needs to resend it later. In the collision detection with the TCI bus, each chip is reminded how many times their sent packets experienced a conflict. However, the information related to other chips, such as which packet conflicted with its own and how many packets conflicted with each other at the same time, remains unknown. Therefore, each chip has to independently compute their back-off time.

In an Ethernet, a random exponential back-off ($CW = 2^n$) is used as the back-off algorithm using the computation of a contention window. In this algorithm, the contention window increases exponentially depending on $n$, the number of times packet has been resent. The contention window has an upper bound, that is, when $n$ reaches a certain limitation, the value of the contention window no longer increases. We used the random exponential back-off in our A-TDMA bus.

V. RS-TDMA BUS

A. Resonant synchronous clock distribution

Although the inefficiency of the asynchronous bus can be solved by using a synchronous clock, distributing high speed synchronous clocks without a skew is difficult. The inductive coupling TCI is used to distribute the clock vertically. We can lock the frequency and phase between the reference clock from outside and the clocks in each chip using the frequency-locking and phase-pulling (FL-PP) [15]. Although this locking phenomenon was found about 40 years ago, it was recently applied to the TCI, and thus, a low-skew/low-jitter distribution was demonstrated[15].

B. Bus request and detecting conflict of request

Each chip can send a bus request before it sends a packet using the bus in order to avoid the wasted waiting time by using the resonant synchronization clock. The request can be sent in each cycle since the clock is synchronized among each stacked chip. When the request does not conflict, the chip can use the bus in the next cycle and send a packet on the bus. Whether or not the packet reaches the bus before a cycle can be recognized by using this routing method, and thus, the chip can send a bus request without using a redundant cycle.

If more than one chip tries to use the bus at the same time, there will be a conflict between them. This conflict can be detected by the analog circuits of the TCI like the A-TDMA bus. When requests do conflict, the states of the bus controllers of all the stacked chips switch to the resend mode. Detecting a conflict and changing the mode are done as follows.

The way to detect a conflict between bus requests differs in the chips sending the requests and the others.

- The chip sending a request receives a request signal that is different from the one it sent. Then, the chip can recognize that other chips have also sent requests at the same time. It then cancels its bus request in the next cycle, and switches its state to the resend mode.
- A chip that is not sending a request receives the request signals from other chips and waits to receive packets from the other chips in the next cycle. However, it does not receive a packet when requests conflicts with each
others. Thus, it can recognize that there are conflicting requests, and changes its state to the resend mode.

Here, we call a synchronous bus with the above mentioned control mechanism a RS-TDMA bus. The state transition of the bus controller is shown in Fig.6.

C. Resend mode

In the resend mode, each chip uses the bus in turn according to the previously defined order, as shown in Fig.7. When the chip with a request takes a grant, it sends a packet. When the chip without packet request waits for a cycle, the grant is given to the next chip. By doing this repeatedly, the resend mode ends after the grant is given to the last chip, and then, the state switches to the normal mode.

In the A-TDMA bus, a random back-off of the CSMA/CD is used for the resend method. This method causes a lot of conflict between the resent packets and the other packets when the communication load is high, and thereby, the number of resending packets increases. The latency due to the back-off time also increases since the value of the contention window rises. As a result, the communication performance degrades.

On the other hand, the packets never conflict when the packet is resent in the RS-TDMA bus owing to the resend mode. In addition, resending the packets using this method can be done with less overhead than using CSMA/CD, which makes the packets wait for a random time while resending.

VI. Evaluation

A. Experimental environment

The proposed bus control methods are evaluated from two aspects in this section. The first is evaluating the network performance and the second is evaluating the application execution performance of the 3D multiprocessor with the proposed buses. We used GEM5 [16], a simulator for multicore processors.

Each target chip in the simulation has a 4x4 mesh topology shown in Fig. 8. A chip stack using four or eight chips is the simulation target. Minimum hop routing is applied as the routing algorithm in the 3D multiprocessor. Six virtual channels are provided for each router to avoid deadlocks.

A simple STDMA was evaluated to compare it with the two proposed methods. The DTDMA, which is difficult to be adopted in the TCI, is also included for comparison as an ideal performance. The time-slot of STDMA was set at eight clock cycles and it was assumed that the arbitration in the DTDMA can be done in a clock cycle.

B. Network performance evaluation

In the network performance evaluation, uniform traffic and bit-complement traffic were used as the traffic patterns in the 3D multiprocessor. The results of the four-chip stack are shown in Figs.9 and 10, and eight-chip stack are in Figs.11 and 12. The horizontal and vertical axes show the injection rate and average latency respectively.

In the four-chip stack, the latency at the minimum load of two proposed methods was lowered by 29% compared with that of the STDMA under both traffic patterns. When the communication load is low, the wasted waiting time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I</th>
<th>SIMULATION PARAMETER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>x86_64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 instruction/data cache size</td>
<td>32kB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 cache latency</td>
<td>1 cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 cache size</td>
<td>256kB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 cache latency</td>
<td>6 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory size</td>
<td>4GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Router pipeline stage</td>
<td>3 cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control packet size</td>
<td>1 flit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data packet size</td>
<td>5 flits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
for using the bus tends to increase in the STDMA. On the other hand, the bus allocation in the two proposed methods is so efficient that waiting for bus usage rarely occurs. In the eight-chip stack, the minimum latency of the proposed methods were lowered by 50% compared with the STDMA. That is, the difference was larger than that of the four-chip stack. The proposed methods are only slightly affected by increasing the number of chips, while the waiting time for the bus is longer in the STDMA. These results show that the proposed methods efficiently allocate the bus and can be used for a chip-stack with up to eight chips.

In a comparison between the two proposed methods, the results show that the latency of RS-TDMA bus is lower than that of the A-TDMA bus when the injection rate increases to a certain extent. For example, the average latency of the A-TDMA bus suddenly increases while that of the RS-TDMA bus remains stable until about 0.02 when the injection rate is more than about 0.016 in Fig. 9. The way for resending packets in the RS-TDMA bus is more efficient because the packet never conflict in the resend mode. On the other hand, in the A-TDMA bus, conflicts tend to re-occur when there is a high communication load because of the random back-off.

As a result, the network performance of the RS-TDMA bus is the closest to that of the DTDMA.

C. Application execution performance evaluation

Here, we evaluated the execution time of the NAS Parallel Benchmark (NPB) [17] using the GEM5 simulator. Seven benchmark programs were used for the full system simulation. Figs. 13 and 14 show the execution times of each benchmark for the four-chip and eight-chip stacks.

According to these results, the execution performance of the eight-chip stack is especially improved, just like in the network simulation results, because the communication overhead between the chips has a greater affect in the STDMA than with the proposed methods.

VII. COST AND IMPLEMENTATION

The size of the inductor is relative to the distance between the transceiver and receiver. For safety, a side should be about twice the chip distance. Assuming an eight-chip stack with a 40 \( \mu \)m thick chip and 5 \( \mu \)m of glue, the distance is 355 \( \mu \)m, and thus, a 710\( \mu \)m-square coil is required. Of course, we must implement the digital logic inside the coil to
avoid wasting too much semiconductor area for the bus. In this case, the overall required area is for the clock generator, transceiver, receiver, and SERDES. Although it depends on the process technology, an area corresponding to hundreds of standard cells was required in Cube-1 [11]. Note that this fundamental cost for the TCI bus is even required for the STDMA bus.

Both the A-TDMA bus and RS-TDMA bus can be implemented using a standard router for the NoC, as discussed in a previous paper [8]. The controller for both buses requires from 2-3\% of the hardware for the total router. The RS-TDMA bus requires a resonant synchronization mechanism that requires a large amount of hardware, which might not be worth the performance improvement of the RS-TDMA bus. However, this exactly synchronized clock can be used for various purposes. The RS-TDMA bus is advantageous in systems that require the resonant synchronization mechanism for other purposes.

Stacking chips with a bus is difficult if the wire bonding space must be maintained. We can use the stacking method proposed for MuCCRA-cube [9] in such cases. As shown in Fig. 15, each chip is stacked with a 180° rotation, and thus, the space for the bonding wires can be maintained.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We discussed our investigation of an efficient bus control mechanism for chip-stacks using the TCI, and proposed the A-TDMA bus with a CSMA/CD mechanism, and the RS-TDMA bus, which uses a resonate synchronized clock and a look-ahead mechanism.

The minimum-load latency of the two proposed methods decreased by 29\% in the four-chip stack and by 50\% in the eight-chip stack of STDMA by improving the efficiency for utilizing the bus. The communication performance of the RS-TDMA bus was closer to the DTDMA than that of the A-TDMA bus by avoiding conflicts of resent packets. The application execution time evaluation results showed that the execution time of the proposed methods decreased by 6.5\% in the four-chip stack and by 17\% in the eight-chip stack compared with that of the STDMA.

We are now developing an IP for the bus that can be used for both the A-TDMA bus and RS-TDMA bus based on the result of this study.
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